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Abstract. Underground pumped storage hydropower (UPSH) plants may be an alternative to store
subsurface energy with lower environmental impacts than conventional pumped storage hydropower (PSH)
plants. Network of tunnels in closed mines (i.e. coal mines) could be used as water lower reservoir of UPSH
plants. The amount of storable energy depends on the water mass and the net head between upper and
lower reservoirs. Depending on the direction of the water flow rate, pumping or turbine modes may be used
to produce or consume electrical energy. Filling and emptying processes during the operation stage in the
underground reservoir are complicated due to the presence of two fluids (water and air) interacting inside
the network of tunnels. This paper explores the underground reservoir during the operation stage
considering a water flow rate of 55 m3s-1. Two-phase three dimensional CFD numerical models using Ansys
Fluent have been developed in order to know the behaviour of the air flow on tunnels and ventilation shaft.
Static pressure and air velocity have been analyzed in the simulations at the exit of the ventilation shaft as
well as the junction zone between the ventilation shaft and the tunnels network. The results obtained show
that a static pressure up to 8,600 Pa and air velocities up to 80 m s-1 could be reached in turbine mode
considering a vent shaft with 1 m in diameter. The static pressure increases up to 258,000 Pa if a ventilation
shaft of 0.5 m in diameter is considered.

1 Introduction
In 2017, the share of energy from renewable sources in
gross final consumption of energy, in the European
Union (EU), reached 17.5%, up from 17.0% in 2016 and
more than double the share in 2004 (8.5%), the first year
for which the data are available [1]. The share of
renewables in gross final consumption of energy is one
of the headline indicators of the Europe 2020 strategy.
The EU's target is to obtain 20% of energy in gross final
consumption of energy from renewable sources by 2020
and at least 32% by 2030 [2].
The increase of variable renewable energies (VRE) in
the electricity mix, such as wind or photovoltaic, energy
storage systems (ESS). Pumped-storage hydropower
technology (PSH) is the most mature and efficient
technology that currently exists. Other systems, such as
Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) or Suspended
Weight Gravity Energy Storage (SWGES) plants, have
also been analyzed as an alternative. Underground
pumped storage hydropower (UPSH) could reduce the
environmental impact compared to conventional PSH.
UPSH plants could use disused underground space as
underground water reservoirs [3-11].
The stored energy depends on the water mass (kg)
and hydraulic net head (mH2O) between upper reservoir
*

(surface) and lower reservoir (underground). UPSH
plants can work as turbine (producing electricity) or as
pump (consuming electricity).
Other uses for closed mines have also been studied.
Mine waters from closed and flooded mines can be used
as geothermal resource for heating and cooling of
buildings [12-14]. Subcritical cycle heat pumps are
usually used to produce thermal energy in existing
geothermal plants with mine water.
This paper explores the lower reservoir of UPSH
plants during the operation phase. Three-dimensional
CFD numerical models have been developed in order to
know the behaviour of the underground reservoir
(network of tunnels) of an UPSH plant. Filling process
with a water flow rate of 55 m3 s-1 has been considered
in turbine mode. Air velocity and static pressure in the
ventilation shaft have been estimated in the simulations.

2 Methodology
2.1 Schematic diagram of UPSH plants
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the UPSH plant. A
network of tunnels with 30 m2 of cross section and 200
m of length has been designed as lower reservoir for an
UPSH plant in closed mines. Francis pump-turbine is
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located in the powerhouse cavern with motor-generator
and a ventilation shaft is also considered to expel the air
during turbine operation. The penstock is located in the
current vertical shaft. Finally, a surge tank has been
considered to absorb sudden rises of pressure (water
hammer) during the operation stage, mainly in pumping
mode.
The storable energy in PSH plants depends on the
water mass and net head between the upper and lower
reservoir [8]. If the water mass and the net head are fixed,
the output power of the Francis turbine depends on the
cycle time at full load.

The effect of the air pressure during the operation
stage may reduce the Francis turbine efficiency and
energy production. Menendez et al. (2019) analyzed this
effect and the reduction could reach up to 12% of the
available energy in turbine mode [15].
2.2 Mesh geometries, boundary conditions and
numerical simulation
The simulations were performed with the commercial
CFD software Ansys Fluent V16.0, solving the Navier–
Stokes equations. Two different model have been
designed for vent shafts with 1 m and 0.5 m in diameter.
A three-dimensional structured mesh has been developed
for the domain. Tetrahedral and hexahedral cells have
been used because of their suitable adaptation to the
geometry that was considered by the 3D model. The
mesh used for the calculations reaches up to 4.9•106 cells
for the model with a vent shat of 1 m in diameter and
4.78•106 cells for the model with 0.5 m in diameter. Fig.
3 and Fig. 4 show the mesh details of the 3D model.
The Volume Of Fluid (VOF) approach has been
selected for the two-phase modelling [16]. To solve the
equations during the water filling process (turbine mode)
of the underground reservoir, a set of boundary
conditions have been selected. In the case of the air
outlet in the ventilation shaft, the standard atmospheric
pressure (101,325 Pa) was set. Furthermore, for the
water inlet in the tunnels, a velocity of 1.83 m s-1 has
been considered, to obtain a flow rate of 55 m3 s-1 at the
entrance of the Francis turbine. A roughness coefficient
of 3mm on the shaft walls.
In the two-phase model that has been developed for
the present work, air and water have been considered to
have constant densities and dynamic viscosities. The
values used for this parameters have been: density of
1.225 kg m-3 and a dynamic viscosity of 1.78•10-5 kg m-1
s-1 for the air; and a density of 998 kg m-3 and dynamic
viscosity of 1.003•10-3 kg m-1 s-1 for the water fluid [9].
Finally, variable time stepping has been used in order to
automatically change the time step when an interface is
moving through dense cells or when the interface
velocity (water-air) is high. The variable time step is
based on the maximum Courant number near the VOF
Fluid interface.

Fig. 1. CFD Three dimensional numerical model. Schematic
diagram of the underground lower reservoir in abandoned
mines: network of tunnels, penstock (current vertical shaft),
powerhouse cavern (Francis pump-turbine and motorgenerator), surge tank and ventilation shaft.

Filling and emptying processes during the operation
stage in the underground reservoir are complicated due
to the presence of water and air interacting inside the
network of tunnels. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of
air (initial stage) and water-air during the operation
phase in turbine mode. The air flow comes out through
the ventilation shaft during the filling process.

Fig. 3. Mesh details of the model. Surge tank-network of
tunnels.

Fig. 2. Air (left) and water–air (right) flow inside the
underground reservoir in turbine mode.
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Fig. 4. Mesh details of the model. Network of tunnels.

3 Results and discussion

Fig. 6. Map of air velocity at shaft outlet during operation stage
(turbine mode). Water flow rate of 55 m3 s-1 and vent shaft of
0.5 m in diameter.

Static pressure and air velocities were tracked at the exit
of the ventilation shaft. The results for the junction zone
between the tunnels and the ventilation shaft have also
been monitored. The simulations were performed
considering ventilation shafts with 0.5 m and 1 m in
diameter. The static pressure and air velocity in the
shafts depends on the water flow rate and the diameter of
the vent shaft. The air velocity values are the same at the
exit and in the junction zone, but the static pressure is
lower at the exit than in the junction zone, due to the
pressure drop along the vent shaft.
Fig. 5 shows the map of results of air velocity at the
exit of the ventilation shaft considering a diameter of the
duct of 1 m. The air velocity reaches up to 80 m s-1 in the
central area of the section.

Fig. 7 shows the map of results of static pressure at
the junction zone between the tunnels and vent shaft,
considering a diameter of 1 m. The value of the static
pressure reaches 8,600 Pa. Fig. 8 shows the map of
results of the static pressure considering a vent shaft of
0.5 m in diameter. The value of the air pressure increases
up to 258,000 Pa (2.58 bar). At the exit of the ventilation
shaft, the static pressure is reduced up to 26,000 Pa (0.25
bar). If the design of the underground reservoir includes
a ventilation shaft with 0.5 in diameter, the air pressures
reached could affect to operation of the Francis turbine,
and a reduction of the electricity production could be
obtained.

Fig. 5. Map of air velocity at shaft outlet during operation stage
(turbine mode). Water flow rate of 55 m3 s-1 and vent shaft of 1
m in diameter.

Fig. 7. Map of static pressure at the junction zone (vent shaft –
tunnels) during operation stage (turbine mode). Water flow rate
of 55 m3 s-1 and vent shaft of 1 m in diameter.

Fig. 6 shows the map of results of air velocity at the
exit of the ventilation shaft considering a diameter of the
duct of 0.5 m. The value of the air velocity increases up
to 300 m s-1.
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Fig. 8. Map of static pressure at the junction zone (vent shaft –
network of tunnels) during operation stage (turbine mode).

4 Conclusions
9.

UPSH plants may be an interesting alternative to store
subsurface energy. Parts of these closed mines (i.e.
vertical shaft, surface area for construction of upper
reservoir, etc) may be used as a lower water reservoir.
Filling and emptying processes are complex due to the
existence of water and air interacting.
The air flow during the operation phase could affect
the operation of the Francis pump-turbine. The
excavation of ventilation shafts is necessary to expel the
air flow during the turbine mode.An UPSH plant with a
water flow rate of 55 m3 s-1 requires a ventilation shaft of
1 m in diameter to reduce the air pressure inside the
reservoir. A vent shaft of 0.5 m in diameter increases the
air pressure up to 2.58 bar and the available energy could
be reduced.
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